We show that the phase of a Bose-Einstein condensate wave-function of ultra-cold atoms in an optical lattice potential in two-dimensions can be detected. The time-of-flight images, obtained in a free expansion of initially trapped atoms, are related to the initial distribution of atomic momenta but the information on the phase is lost. However, the initial atomic cloud is bounded and this information, in addition to the time-of-flight images, is sufficient in order to employ the phase retrieval algorithms. We analyze the phase retrieval methods for model wave-functions in a case of a Bose-Einstein condensate in a triangular optical lattice in the presence of artificial gauge fields.
We show that the phase of a Bose-Einstein condensate wave-function of ultra-cold atoms in an optical lattice potential in two-dimensions can be detected. The time-of-flight images, obtained in a free expansion of initially trapped atoms, are related to the initial distribution of atomic momenta but the information on the phase is lost. However, the initial atomic cloud is bounded and this information, in addition to the time-of-flight images, is sufficient in order to employ the phase retrieval algorithms. We analyze the phase retrieval methods for model wave-functions in a case of a Bose-Einstein condensate in a triangular optical lattice in the presence of artificial gauge fields. The development of experimental techniques in ultracold atomic gases is tremendous [1] . Both trapping potentials for atoms and mutual atom interactions can be controlled and engineered. The artificial magnetic fields or even the non-abelian gauge potentials that are experienced by the neutral particles can be created in a laboratory [2] . Similar rapid progress is observed in detection methods. Nowadays, distributions of atoms can be measured even with a single atom resolution [3] [4] [5] .
A typical Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of ultracold atoms can be described by a real condensate wavefunction (order parameter) and the appearance of a nonuniform phase of the condensate reflects thermal fluctuations only [6, 7] . However, in the presence of artificial gauge potentials or in multi-orbital superfluid phase of ultra-cold atoms in optical lattices, the order parameter may become intrinsically complex [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In these cases, extracting information on the phase of the condensate would be invaluable. In particular, one would be able to reconstruct Berry's phases related to synthetic abelian gauge fields. For example, the fully frustrated triangular lattice problem reveals a doubly degenerate ground state which corresponds to two distinct configurations on the π−flux lattice [8, 13] . In such a system there is a theoretical possibility of spatial domains formation where different parts of the system are in two different groundstate configurations. Information on the condensate phase would allow experimentalists to reveal the domains (for experiments with ferromagnetic domain formation see [14] ).
Atomic density measurement after time-of-flight (TOF) is a standard detection technique in ultra-cold atoms expierments [1] . For sufficiently long TOF the density images reflect the initial distributions of atomic momenta. The distributions alone are not sufficient to invert the Fourier transform and obtain the condensate wave-function in the configuration space as the phase information is lost. However, we will show that the phase of the condensate wave-function can be reconstructed if a system is initially bounded, which is always the case for trapped atoms. In crystallography, electron microscopy and astronomical imaging, computationally retrieving the phase of diffraction patterns is remarkably successful [15] [16] [17] . The examples range from the biological cells imaging to the evaluation of the aberrations in the Hubble space telescope [17] . On the other hand, in the present letter it is not an external wave that diffracts on a measured object and is subsequently detected, but the matter wave itself is the object to be reconstructed.
In the following we concentrate on atomic gases prepared in an optical lattice potential [1] . After a sudden turn off of the potential and a period of nearly free expansion, the atomic density replicates the initial momentum distribution of the system. In the far field regime, i.e. for a very long time-of-flight t T OF , the atomic density detected by a CCD camera reads
where ψ(r i ) is the initial condensate wave-function, r i 's denote positions of the lattice sites and m is the atomic mass. Multidimensional system of equations (1), quadratic in ψ(r i ), is difficult to solve. Phase retrieval algorithms try to find the condensate wave-function iteratively by imposing some extra conditions such as a finite support S of ψ(r i ) [15] [16] [17] . The momentum distribution, i.e. the squared modulus of the Fourier transform of the object ψ(r i ), is known. Consequently, the sought wave-function belongs to a set of all objects with the same modulus of its Fourier transform |ψ 0 (k)|. It also belongs to a set of objects with the same support S. Phase retrieval algorithms seek for the intersection of these two sets, where the solution is located. In a basic version of the algorithm, starting with a randomly chosen ψ (0) (r) that is localized on S, the following procedure is applied: (i) the Fourier transform is used resulting in
(1), and the inverse Fourier transform is applied, (iii) a new ψ (1) (r) is obtained by setting zeros in the result of the inverse transform for r / ∈ S and the entire procedure is repeated until the wave-function converges. If addi-tional information, e.g. the modulus |ψ(r)|, is available, it can be used in the phase retrieval algorithms, see [18] for all technical details. In the presence of a trap, even if the atomic density can not be measured in situ, it can be quite accurately estimated. In the case of an optical lattice potential combined with a shallow trap, the modulus of the condensate wave-function corresponding to the ground state of repulsively interacting atoms reads
where ϕ T F (r) is the Thomas-Fermi (TF) envelope and w 0 (r − r i ) is the lowest band Wannier function localized at r i [1] . At low temperatures, the density fluctuations are suppressed due to the repulsive particle interactions [6, 7] and the density profile is identical to the ground state case, Eq. (2). This additional information can be used in the phase retrieval algorithms. Indeed, the projection on the support S can be substituted with the projection on the modulus of the wave-function. That is, in the item (iii) described in the previous paragraph, at each iteration of the algorithm in order to get ψ (n) (r) the modulus of the function obtained in the inverse Fourier transform is substituted with Eq. (2) [18] .
So far we have assumed that images of atomic densities obtained after TOF correspond to the far field regime. This regime is rarely reached in an experiment where typically t T OF is about 20-30 ms. In a case of the finite expansion time of the atomic cloud released from an optical lattice potential, the density (1) has to be modified [19] , i.e. I(r) ∝ |w 0 (k)| i accounts for the deformation and widening of Bragg peaks and can be easily included in our phase retrieval algorithm. Indeed, at each iteration of the algorithm after the inverse Fourier transform is applied, one has to perform an additional transformation ψ (n) (r) → e iβr 2 ψ (n) (r) only cite supplement. The initial stage of atomic gas expansion is influenced also by the atomic interactions. This effect is weaker than the near field corrections [19] , nevertheless, it can be taken into account by a suitable choice the Wannier functions so that the envelope |w 0 (k)| 2 of the image is properly reproduced.
To summarize, an experimentally measured image after the TOF, theoretically estimated density |ψ(r)| 2 and its support S are information used in our phase retrieval algorithm which allows us to find unknown phases ϕ(r) and consequently obtain the entire wave-function ψ(r) = |ψ(r)|e iϕ(r) . In ref. [18] we describe in detail how the information about |ψ(r)| 2 and its support S is used in order to obtain the results presented in the following. Let us apply the described phase microscopy to a twodimensional (2D) problem of a BEC in a triangular optical lattice which can be described by the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian [8, 13, [20] [21] [22] [23] . Primitive vectors of the Bravais lattice read a 1 = ae x and a 2 = a( √ 3e y + e x )/2 where a is the lattice constant. The presence of a shallow harmonic trap is also assumed. The periodic shaking of the lattice allows for the modification of tunneling amplitudes of the Bose-Hubbard model [8, 13, 21, [24] [25] [26] . The modification of the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian indicates the presence of a gauge vector potential [21, 22] . Especially for the negative tunneling amplitudes we deal with staggered magnetic fluxes. The corresponding dispersion relation reveals two degenerate non-equivalent minima at ±k 0 where k 0 a = 4πe x /3. The degenerated ground states of the system can be written as ψ ±k0 (r) = ϕ T F (r) i e ±ik0ri w 0 (r − r i ) where we approximate the Wannier functions by 2D Gaussian distributions with the standard deviation σ W = 0.155 a. The non-zero quasi-momentum vectors of the ground states imply that the order parameter is complex.
Assume that atomic gas, prepared in the ground state ψ k0 (r), performs the TOF expansion and its density is measured in the far field regime, i.e. βR Figure 1 illustrates the influence of experimental imperfections on the accuracy of the phase microscopy. After adding Gaussian white noise to the detected image, the overlap of the retrieved wavefunctions with the exact ground state is diminished (the overlaps are calculated between wave-functions which are firstly projected on the Wannier basis vectors). Fig. 1a shows how the overlap changes with signal to noise ratio A/σ n , where A is the average value of |ψ 0 (k)
. We see that even substantial amount of noise allows one to retrieve the wave-function with the reasonable overlap. In Fig. 1b we present an example of a noisy image corresponding to A/σ n = 3.57 which leads to the squared overlap of 0.83.
The finite resolution of an imaging system is another important source of distortion of experimental density images. To analyze its impact on the phase microscopy we have convoluted the previously considered model image with the Gaussian distribution. Standard deviation σ r of the distribution is a measure of the resolution. In Fig. 1c we show the squared overlap of the retrieved wavefunctions with the exact state versus σ r . The overlap drops quite quickly which seems to be not very surprising because broadening of the Bragg peaks reduces artificially the coherence length of the system.
The phase microscopy can be applied even if experimental images do not correspond to the far-field regime because the important additional phase factor e −iβr 2 i can be easily included in the algorithm [18] . However, the presence of this phase factor makes the basin of attraction of a desired solution smaller. Therefore, the algorithm has to be run for greater number of randomly chosen phases ϕ (0) (r) in order to find the desired wave-function. The performed analysis of experimental imperfections allows us to estimate requirements that have to be fulfilled in order to apply the phase microscopy. Assume that experimental images are obtained in the far-field limit. According to Fig. 1 , the resolution of an imaging system has to fulfill σ r < 0.1σ peak , where σ peak ≈ 2/R T F , so that the retrieved wave-function has the squared overlap with the exact solution greater than 0.8. In the near-field regime the Bragg peaks can be much wider than 2/R T F , but then they may possess small additional structures superimposed on the bell profiles which must not be blurred by an imaging system. Therefore, the requirement for the resolution should not be weakened in the near-field regime. The presence of noise additionally worsens accuracy of the retrieved wave-function. However, the discrimination of the noisy image with the threshold of 3σ n (i. 3 sigma n ) can help significantly. For example, we have checked that for σ r /σ peak = 0.2, if we apply the discrimination in the noisy image (A/σ n = 3), the overlap is smaller by 0.1 only as compared to the case without the noise. The phase microscopy is very useful in detection and visualization of spatial domains. In order to demonstrate it we have prepared a wave-function which consists of 5 spatially separated regions where either ψ k0 or ψ −k0 is present. To visualize domains corresponding to the ψ k0 and ψ −k0 states let us define quantities α ±k0 (r i ) = ψ * ±k0 (r i )ψ(r i ). In the egions dominated by ψ k0 (let us call them regions A) we should get, e.g., α k0 (r i ) ∝ |ϕ T F (r i )| 2 e iζ where ζ is a constant global phase. However, in the regions where the state ψ −k0 exists (regions B), α k0 (r i ) ∝ |ϕ T F (r i )| 2 e iξ e −i2k0·ri where ξ is a constant phase. Let us now average α ±k0 over a small volume,
where j ′ denotes the sum over j = i and the nearest neighbors of the i-site (one may consider also averaging extended to next to the nearest neighbors or even further). In regions A we expect α k0 (r i ) ≈ α k0 (r i ) and α −k0 (r i ) ≈ 0 while in regions B α k0 (r i ) ≈ 0 and α −k0 (r i ) ≈ α −k0 (r i ). In Fig. 2a we show α ±k0 (r i ) calculated for the exact model state whose momentum distribution is presented in Fig. 2d . Five spatially separated domains of different sizes are clearly visible in Fig. 2a . If we add substantial noise (A/σ n = 0.5) to the momentum distribution, see Fig. 2e , the phase retrieval algorithm results in the domain picture depicted in Fig. 2b . The noisy image has been discriminated with the threshold 3σ n , before the algorithm is used. When the original momentum distribution is convoluted with a Gaussian distribution characterized by the standard deviation σ r = 0.1σ peak , see Fig. 2f , the phase microscopy leads to the domain picture shown in Fig. 2c . Comparing Figs. 2a-c one can see that despite the considerable imperfections assumed in the initial data, the largest domains are quite well reproduced by the phase retrieval algorithm. Small domains may either glue together (Fig. 2b) or disappear ( Fig. 2c ) especially if they are localized on the border where the probability density is very small. In order to estimate the areas occupied by the different kinds of the domains we have calculated the squared overlap of the exact model wave-function with the ground states ψ k0 and ψ −k0 which turn out to be 0.35 and 0.16, respectively.
In a case of the noisy image the corresponding overlaps are 0.5 and 0.26 while for the convoluted image we obtain 0.28 and 0.11, respectively. These numbers illustrate the accuracy of the phase microscopy in determination of domain sizes in the case when substantial experimental imperfections are present.
To conclude, we have demonstrated that the phase of a Bose-Einstein condensate wave-function of ultra-cold atomic gases in optical lattice potentials in 2D can be detected. Knowledge of an atomic density after time-offlight expansion and a theoretical estimate for the initial atomic density in the presence of an external potential are used in phase retrieval algorithms. We analyze influence of experimental imperfections on such a phase microscopy. It seems that the most important requirement is the sufficiently high resolution of an imaging system. The phase microscopy is particularly useful in situations when the order parameter of a system is complex, for example in the presence of artificial gauge potentials [8, 12] or in multi-orbital superfluid phase in optical lattices [9] [10] [11] . Additionally, the phase microscopy can be applied to observe long range phase fluctuations. In the present letter we concentrate on a BEC in a triangular optical lattice subjected to artificial gauge fields. The phase microscopy allows for visualization of spatial domains whose presence is discussed in the literature [8, 13] . Recently in Ref. [14] a different method for visualization of Weiss domains has been proposed. In this method, however, phase relation between domains is lost. On the contrary, the method presented in this letter allows one to retrieve all phase informations.
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Knowledge of the Fourier transform of a wave-function ψ(r i ), i.e.ψ
is sufficient in order to obtain ψ(r i ). However, if only the absolute value |ψ 0 (k)| is known, the information on the phase is lost and the inverse Fourier transform cannot be applied. Phase retrieval algorithms allows one to recover the phase provided additional constrains on a wave-function can be imposed. Assume that the support S of ψ(r i ) is known and it is finite, that is usually the case for trapped atomic gases (S should be chosen so that the probability of the detection of an atom outside S is negligibly small). Then, apart from the fact that the sought wave-function belongs to a set of all functions with the same modulus of its Fourier transform |ψ 0 (k)|, it also belongs to a set of functions with the same support S. The phase retrieval algorithms seek for the intersection of these two sets, where ψ(r i ) is located [1] [2] [3] . In the error reduction (ER) algorithm successive projection of an estimate of a wave-function onto the sets allows one to find the desired solution [3] . That is, starting with, e.g., randomly chosen phases ϕ (0) (r) of ψ(r), the following iteration is performed
where
and
The symbol F −1 denotes the inverse Fourier transform operator. Ideally, the iteration of the ER algorithm should converge toψ(k) for which the quantity
equals zero. However, it is known that the ER algorithm tends to stuck at a local minimum of Q and the hybrid input-output (HIO) algorithm, where
is more efficient [3] . The parameter η is usually chosen between 0.7 and 0.9. In practice the best convergence is achieved when after every 20 iterations of the HIO algorithm there is an iteration of the ER one, see [3] . It is possible to construct simple homometric examples of |ψ 0 (k)| 2 that correspond to different non-equivalent ψ(r) (i.e. wave-functions which are not related to each other by e.g. a change of a global phase or origin shift). However, for more complex structures the nonuniqueness is very unlikely in 2D and higher dimensions and does not occur in practise, see discussion in [3] .
For very low temperatures, density fluctuations are strongly suppressed in trapped atoms with repulsive interactions [4, 5] . Then, the modulus of a wave-function |ψ(r)| can be quite accurately estimated if parameters of an external trapping potential and number of atoms are known. This information can be used in the phase retrieval algorithms. Indeed, the support projection operator P S in the ER algorithm can be substituted with the projection P |ψ| ψ (n) = |ψ(r)|e
where ϕ (n) (r) = arg ψ (n) (r).
Such a modified ER procedure is applied every 20 iterations of the HIO algorithm.
If in an experiment atomic densities are measured after very long time-of-flight, the relation between an initial wave-function in the presence of an optical lattice and a measured image reduces to the Fourier transform Eq. (4), where k = mr/( t T OF ). However, if t T OF is not very long, the near-field corrections have to be taken into account, i.e. 
where β = m/(2 t T OF ) [6] . The presence of the phase factor e −iβr 2 i can be easily included in the phase retrieval algorithm. Indeed, after the inverse Fourier transform Eq. (7) is applied, one has to perform an additional transformation ψ (n) (r) → e iβr 2 ψ (n) (r) only.
The phase retrieval algorithm may stuck at local minimum. Therefore, in order to find the desired solution, the algorithm should be initiated many times with different, randomly chosen, phases ϕ (0) (r). In the present publication, the algorithm has been initiated 30-100 times. We have observed that in the near-field regime more extensive sampling has to be used than in the far-field limit.
